A: Mounting the Air Horns

1. Locate a secure, dry, and safe position.
2. Make a mounting template by tracing the mounting bracket of the horn.
3. Using the mounting template, drill 5/16" holes for the mounting bracket of the horn.
4. Secure the horn using the supplied mounting hardware.
   
   I. The horns are waterproof, but do not mount the horns facing up (water can collect inside, and damage the diaphragms).

B: Mounting the Compressor

1. Locate a secure, dry, and safe position.
2. Make a mounting template by tracing the single mounting point or the compressor.
3. Drill a 5/16" using the template to mount the compressor.
4. Secure the compressor with the bolt in the kit.
   
   I. The compressor is water resistant, but do not mount where it can be submerged.
   II. Mount the compressor upright, not on its side or upside down. Failure to do so will disrupt the compressor's ability to cool properly.
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